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WHAT IS ROI GENOME?
Over the past two decades, Analytic Partners has collected a vast
quantity of marketing intelligence across industries and countries.
This intelligence lives and breathes in ROI Genome. ROI Genome
has been an evolving endeavor that goes beyond traditional “you
are here” benchmarking to understand and quantify the drivers of
ROI and performance to establish principles and truths for success.
By understanding and quantifying how factors such as brand health,
marketplace and country dynamics, and competitive landscape all impact
performance for each type of offline and online marketing activity,
Analytic Partners provides context and perspective for our clients
and the industry.

ROI GENOME HIGHLIGHTS
In depth understanding of how marketing works, including:
► Hundreds of billions in marketing spend measured
► More than 2 million marketing metrics
► Global footprint – 45+ countries
► 20 years of experience across 700+ brands
► Cross-section of industries & tactics
The mission of ROI Genome is “to create wisdom from accumulated
numbers and knowledge.”
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Omnichannel has Entered a
Brave New World as Consumer
Connectivity Accelerates
For the past decade the industry has discussed “online” or “digital media” as being distinct from
media as a whole. Our first omnichannel report, released over one year ago, showcased the
growing need for holistic planning across online and offline channels, along with the challenges many
organizations face when trying to create this strategy. While it may be tempting for business
leaders to think about marketing in siloes, consumers do not. In light of the significant change
brought by the global pandemic and the resultant shifts in mobility and behavior, we now know
that consumers expect to be able to conduct commerce anywhere and anytime across multiple
platforms. For that reason, we decided to return to the subject of omnichannel, to closely examine
what has changed for consumers, and how business leaders should be thinking about marketing
in order to meet those needs.
Consumers have never lived in a more connected world, and they have never been more in
need of that connection in order to do everything from ordering groceries and buying clothing
and technology, to educating their children and working from home. This connected world has
seen the rise of “omnishopping”, which is researching, or experiencing the product in one
channel, but converting in another. As a result, the interplay of both online and offline advertising
is becoming increasingly complex and more difficult to manage.
Amazon, along with Target, Walmart and others typify this complexity and have played a major
role in shifting consumer behaviors. These retailers are not only strong sales channels for many
brands, but also fast becoming significant advertising channels.
Under the current conditions, in order to truly understand this omnichannel world, business
leaders need to think, plan and measure holistically: How do in-store experiences impact online
shopping? What macro factors have impacted and will continue to impact these online/offline
relationships? How does paid search within and beyond ecommerce sites impact foot traffic
and sales at real world retailers? Most importantly, how can leaders adapt and evolve strategies
in this changing world in order to thrive?
In this very complex environment, data from the Analytic Partners ROI Genome offers informed
perspectives, benchmarks and insights for today’s omnichannel world.

analyticpartners.com
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Building a Holistic View of
Ecommerce and Brick & Mortar
Most media effect is not just immediate, and in fact is even more pronounced when factoring in
the response over subsequent days and weeks following exposure. Media exposures may drive
immediate incremental conversion, but a large part of its influence is often misunderstood or
mis-attributed in the short and long term. This is true for all media, even digital channels such
as video, display, social, and search.
The amount of indirect, synergistic and cascading impacts – across channels and time – is
significant and important to take into account when planning. Considering only what can easily
be measured is misleading and can lead to poor marketing decisions. Some examples of tactics
and strategies focused solely on easy measurement include utilizing last-click attribution alone,
siloed measurement (such as impact that is only measured within a retail environment itself), and
looking only at the impact driven by Search, instead of what actually drives Search itself.

Offline Media is an Effective Driver of Ecommerce
Ecommerce sales are driven from both online and offline media or marketing tactics. As
consumer behavior shifts even more to online shopping, it is important to recognize that
online advertising channels are not the only tactics that drive online behavior.
In fact, our research has shown that even in recent time periods offline efforts are still often the
primary drivers of online behavior. In the following example from a large US omnichannel retail
business, over one-third of its website traffic was actually driven by traditional TV advertising –
more than all of the digital channels combined.
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Example: Drivers of Brick & Mortar and Ecommerce Traffic

We have seen consistently that all media has an omnichannel impact, which means both offline
physical store presence and online presence are critical components of the consumer experience.
These channels work together, rather than compete against one another.

Average Sales Impact by Marketing Channel

As the chart above demonstrates, offline advertising channels drive online sales, and vice versa.
In fact, a combined physical and digital presence can help brands drive increased impact by 32%.

analyticpartners.com
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A combined physical
and digital presence
can help brands drive
increased impact by

The Power of
Expanding Presence
In the present moment, when consumer behavior is changing quickly due to macro factors,
the lift seen in ecommerce vs. brick & mortar retail is of critical importance. The shift is a sizeable
step-change, with the US Census Bureau reporting that over the course of the pandemic, retail
sales via ecommerce have grown from 11% to 16%, and other estimates suggest that in months
we have accelerated ecommerce in what would have otherwise taken years.
The key difference today is that many brands are leveraging ecommerce to stay connected
with their customers, and offer great flexibility with additional shopping options (buy online, pick
up in store/curbside, etc). As a result, many businesses have stemmed potential losses due to
quarantine and some businesses have experienced growth. Our research shows that many of
these businesses may experience stronger marketing ROI due to these shifts.
The potential for improved performance with a stronger ecommerce presence is illustrated
in the example below. One brand with a history of majority brick & mortar sales made the
decision to focus on ecommerce after recognizing the consumer behavior changes that were
taking place in light of the pandemic. The brand aimed to build an altered strategy heading
into 2021 based on the concept that while all media and marketing is omnichannel, some
media channels were more impactful for their ecommerce business than others. We worked
with the brand to understand and confidently predict how marketing performance and impacts
will change as their ecommerce business grows, leveraging our ROI Genome. These predictions
were then validated over the course of the summer months of 2020.
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The brand focused on optimizing their spending to maximize and drive their ecommerce
business further given the unknowns of in-store shopping. The critical changes resulted in the
potential of an additional $58MM in revenue through an increase in ecommerce investment
while keeping overall spend flat.

Specialty Retail Example: Pre- and Post-COVID
Marketing Impact & ROI Share by Channel
Pre-COVID (2019) Ecomm previously 5% of Sales

Post-COVID (2021) Ecomm estimated to be 15% of Sales

As in the example above, Brands should adapt their spend to support the changing environment
with a growing focus on ecommerce. By adapting their marketing strategy and focus for the new
omnichannel dynamics, brands can unlock value and growth.

analyticpartners.com
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Online Media Marketplaces: A
growing opportunity for Marketers
Amazon, the company that defined ecommerce, has now become the 3rd largest media company
in the US per eMarketer in 2019. In addition, brands have a growing number of choices to reach
their customers as many more retailers are offering media opportunities including Target Roundel,
Walmart Media Group and others. The question then becomes, how do brands prioritize spend
across these new media channels and what is the impact to my omnichannel businesses? Most
importantly, given that all media (offline and online) impacts both ecommerce and brick and
mortar sales, will advertising within these retailers’ specific channels benefit sales outside of
them? If so, by how much?

Performance of Amazon Advertising
With consumer behavior trending even further online due in part to the pandemic, Amazon is proving
to be a smart place to put advertising dollars, offering a range of advertising options including
sponsored product and brand ads, display and video, and customized advertising experiences.
Amazon advertising has a strong impact on business performance both online and offline. In fact,
based on ROI Genome, we see that Amazon advertising has a 20% higher return on investment
relative to a brand’s average marketing ROI. This percentage has remained steady through the
pandemic, proving that it is not caused by more recent consumer shifts to ecommerce. Rather, the
impact of Amazon advertising has always had an omnichannel impact, both online and offline, and
the current environment has simply seen that impact move more toward online.
As with any channel, results vary from business to business, and while there is no “silver bullet”,
Amazon spending tends to perform well. Having said that, iterative testing and experimentation,
alongside a data-driven strategy spanning a variety of channels and ways to reach consumers, is
the key to success.

Amazon advertising has a 20%
higher return on investment
relative to a brand’s
average marketing ROI.
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Mastering the Omnichannel
Impact of Online Advertising
In the example below, the impact of Amazon media both on and off Amazon can be seen across
multiple industry categories, with differences seen across categories driven by different types
of executions and makeups of the various brands. One consistent theme, though, is the impacts are
indeed omnichannel.
Our results also consistently show that advertising’s impact goes well beyond the immediate
time, place, and channel. Advertising on Amazon has a lasting effect in the context of both
online/offline and short term/long term and affects sales outside of that platform. While the
largest impact often tends to be on the retailer at hand, the impact onto other retail channels –
online and offline – is significant as shown below. This is often even true for paid Amazon
search given its destination as a powerful pricing/review search platform. When considering
advertising on a channel like Amazon through an omnichannel lens, ROI Genome insights
demonstrate the relatively strong halo of Amazon advertising onto other channels. The same is
true when extrapolated out to similar media channels, like those offered by Walmart and Roundel,
offered by Target. A holistic approach is critical for business leaders looking to understand how
offline and online advertising impact one another, and ultimately impact sales.

Example: Amazon Marketing Impact

analyticpartners.com
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In the example below, the impact of Amazon advertising on sales through other channels can be
seen clearly. The halo effect onto non-Amazon sales is strong for Display , and even noteworthy
for paid Amazon Search.

Impact of Amazon Marketing Efforts
Paid Amazon Display

Paid Amazon Search

48%

29%

HALO IMPACT ONTO
NON-AMAZON
SALES

HALO IMPACT ONTO
NON-AMAZON
SALES

As shown in the above chart, nearly half of the impact of display advertising on Amazon’s site
is actually onto non-Amazon sales. Meanwhile, Amazon search more heavily impacts sales on
Amazon.
For many brands, much of the impact from Amazon display ads is on offline retail. This is
particularly true for businesses whose sales primarily come from traditional offline retail channels.
This likely reflects the fact that shoppers use Amazon as a comparison-shopping engine (they
may check pricing and reviews before buying elsewhere). Amazon search also has sizeable
offline impact. Amazon search indeed drives offline sales, but as one would expect the impact
from search is more direct onto Amazon than display.
This highlights the critical importance of developing a clear understanding of how each channel
impacts others in the ecosystem and having a holistic view of the relative importance of various
marketing factors. For example, advertising impact should be looked at not only through the lens
of the product or service being advertised, but also in terms of the halo effect. That is, the impact of
advertising on sales of other sub-brands or products not directly advertised. Halo has a strong impact
on performance, which could be missed if businesses are not engaged in holistic measurement.
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Omnichannel Success with the
Consumer at the Center
From a consumer perspective, today’s world is omnichannel. A buyer may be exposed to a product
through a streaming video advertisement, check out the product in a store but ultimately decide
to buy it online through their mobile phone. Brands need to keep up with this behavior by ensuring
the consumer is at the center of their marketing strategy.
To support omnichannel success, there are great benefits to consumer-focused holistic
measurement. Without holistic measurement, brands have the potential to understate the impact
of their marketing efforts. Brands measuring one channel (ecommerce or brick and mortar)
without a holistic understanding of online and offline media, are at danger of understating the
impact of their efforts by roughly half.
For example a brand only measuring online media would see those Search numbers in a vacuum,
and could fall into the trap of misallocating budget, ultimately seeing a drop in ROI caused by
underinvesting in TV. This understated impact may be further exacerbated by measuring only
ecommerce and excluding the impact on to Brick and Mortar sales.
This is once again where the importance of holistic measurement, focused on the consumer,
comes into play. A full view of the factors contributing to consumer behavior allows business
leaders to plan more effectively, and place budget and emphasis on the right tactics to get results.

Brands measuring only
a single channel are in
danger of understating
the impact of marketing
and underreporting ROIs by roughly half.
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Ultimately, holistic measurement with the consumer at the center, offers business leaders the
insights they need to make smart decisions in today’s omnichannel world. Siloed measurement
leads to planning and executing online marketing and offline marketing separately, and that is
not a winning strategy. Rather, it’s about creating a unified, holistic view across tactics and channels,
and understanding the short and long term impact each channel offers while keeping the
consumer in mind, from the start of their omnichannel journey through purchase and beyond.

To Thrive in this Brave New World:
Take a consumer-centric
view, encompassing both
online and offline channels,
measuring holistically across
the full route to market
Ensure a deep
understanding of
indirect, synergistic
and cascading
impacts over time

Leverage opportunities
to increase presence
and improve ROI
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NOTES ON THIS REPORT
This report seeks to highlight overarching trends identified in Analytic Partners’
ROI Genome and offer insights for marketers based on those trends. We
hope to help marketers get to the heart of the matter of what marketing
and advertising efforts drive return on investment and what factors
influence those returns.
This report is unbiased and independent. It has not been commissioned or
influenced by any group or company. This independence is at the heart of
Analytic Partners’ philosophy and approach to any insights we provide to
our clients.
The intelligence collected within ROI Genome is based on the work
Analytic Partners has provided our clients. We take the confidentiality of our
clients very seriously, and while they are some of the biggest companies
from around the globe with well-known brands across industries, we do not
share our client list.
It is important to note that every company is different, and while this report
seeks to show overall trends, they may not reflect what is seen in an individual
company. This is why an adaptive approach to analytics is important – no
two situations are ever the same.
We hope you will find the insights within this report useful. Please visit us at
www.analyticpartners.com to learn more or to contact us with any questions.
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ABOUT ANALYTIC PARTNERS
Analytic Partners is a proven global leader in
measurement and optimization. Our adaptive
solutions integrate proprietary technology
powered by the latest data science delivered
through our platform and high-touch consulting.
We enable deeper business understanding to
support better, faster decisions.
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